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INTRODUCTION

The work illustrated and discussed in this paper was exhibited in
the Anderson Gallery, Virginia Commonwealth University, November, 1974,
as my graduate show.

Presented here is a written explanation of the

work contained in that show.
The visual solutions to the ideas presented in the show evolved
through the freedom of interdisciplinary exploration made possible by
Harold E. North, Chairman, Department of Sculpture, and through the
resources and facilities made available by George D. Nan, Chairman,
Department of Photography.
The illustrations are printed from the same film negatives as the
originals, the scale being reduced for convenience.
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DIALOGUES IN LIGHT AND TEMPERATURE

The body of work illustrated in this paper, eleven blackline prints
and seven color prints, represents a train of thought or an attitude over
which I enjoyed pondering for the past year and a half.

For this reason,

the reader is urged to digest the work as a whole, rather than as in
dividual pieces.

My attention is given to particular objects with which

I now feel quite familiar, and for which I've acquired a type of affection
due to prolonged exposure to them.

These objects, tubular light bulbs

commonly used to illuminate music stands and aquariums, will be found in
almost every photograph illustrated in this text, and are obviously not
in each piece for the sole purpose of practical illumination.

The bulbs

are treated as if to imply that they and the electrical system from which
they originate are more than utilitarian tools for illumination and
mechanical work.

They are treated as bodies full of energy which exists

around us, conjured in our generators and spontaneously appearing in
nature.

This electrical energy has always existed and man eventually

learned to harness this energy at will, perhaps because of this sub
jugation it became utilitarian.

Ancient men may not have had a

knowledge of the physics of electrical energy, but constantly felt and
saw its presence.

He must have an awareness of the essence or "being"

quality of this energy.

The mysterious, terrifying violence of lightning

or the annoyance of a static electric shock reminded men that other entities
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perhaps existed.

I sense an awareness of the essence of energy and am

trying to relate to it via a personal interaction with its representatives,
subtly exposing its nature and my nature to one another.
The common elements in each print are representatives or symbols
of the two systems of my concern, the human body representing a living
organism, and the light bulb representing the essence or "being" of
energy, harnessed into a living mechanical organism.

The symbolism

is hopefully not obvious and perhaps not even apparent unless defined
verbally.

These representatives, common to the viewer in his everyday

life, are chosen so as to not draw attention to themselves as oddities.
The attention is directed to the dialogue which occurs between the two
elements.

Dialogue here is used metaphorically, as no verbal commu

nication is present, but both are involved in mutual activity, each
affecting one another and responding to particular situations.
In the diazo blackline prints, dialogue is composed of illumination,
shadow, and the reflectance of light from the body back to the bulb
across a seemingly void space.

An air of mystery surrounding the con

cept of an entity within the electrical system is worked into some of
the blackline prints.

The bulbs are subtly treated as living beings as

in plate 4, a group of bulbs are metaphorically creeping in a threatening
way towards a foot.

Personal romantic notions of violence and adventure

past, present, and future mixed with the same feelings of timelessness
of the essence of electrical energy are implied with bulbs lying on
top of moon maps, the solar system, and ancient armor.
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Fortunately, my technical knowledge of electricity is quite limited
so as not to numb a primitive sensitivity or affinity towards it.

Were

it not for constant exposure to electrical appliances such as light
bulbs, television, refrigerators, etc. my reactions towards electrical
energy "WC>uld be that of reverence of sacred electrical entities.

The

diazo prints of pyramids imply a respect for, and a sophisticated
awareness of this energy that may have existed in past civilized soci
eties.

Whether the ancients possessed the capabilities for harnessing

this energy is not of my concern at the moment; the respect which I
conjecture the ancients held for this energy and the mystical feelings
which I arouse when toying with these bulbs are very closely related.
In looking at the color photographs appearing in this paper, the
viewer will see human hands and bulbs lying upon a black sheet of mylar
plastic.

The bulbs are arranged with the hands in configeration in

volving physical contact, often unovertly implying tactile communi
cation:

carresses, snuggling bulbs (Plate 15.)

Some of the prints

appear in meaningful sequences such as plate 13 and 14.

Plate 13

presents out-stretched hands with fingers touching the tips of some
bulbs all upon the black mylar sheet.

Plate 14 is a photograph of

the mylar a second after the hands and bulbs are removed.

That

which remains upon the mylar are blue silhouettes of the hands and
bulbs, the color seeming to merge the silhouettes into one.

The con

ceptual strength of these prints lies in the esoteric knowledge of
the symbol involved.

The symbol, blue, indicates a residual temperature

of between 98 and 99 degrees Fahrenheit.

In this series of color prints,
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then, the dialogue between man and energy is through a mutual body tem
perature rather than light, as in the diazo prints.

The hands and bulbs

are lain on a sheet of encapsulated liquid crystal (ELC) mylar which
responds via color to changes in temperature.

The bulbs are adjusted

with a dimmer switch to approximate human body temperature and then
placed with hands upon the heat-responsive mylar sheet.

When both are

removed, the ELC mylar records a heat diagram, or visual translation
of the invisible body temperature shared by man and bulbs.

The in

stant the hands and bulbs are removed from the ELC mylar, the visual
perception of body temperature (blue areas) must be quickly captured
on color film in the camera, as the ambient temperature of the room
cools the mylar and the image upon it disappears within seconds.

When

the mylar sheet has returned to an overall black tone, another man/bulb
dialogue can be arranged on that sheet to yield another translation of
invisible heat to symbolic colors which must again be quickly pho
tographed before the heat is dissipated.

The heat diagrams present the

living and mechanical organism merging into one, using temperature as
the vehicle for this union.
Formal presentation of the diazo and color prints, falling within
the boundaries of two dimensions, is not characteristic of a sculptor,
one who is primarily concerned with three dimensional solutions.

But

the decision to use photography to visually realize my ideas was appro
priate in this case.

The photographs themselves are not presented as

works of art, but as sophisticated residue of an occurrence or dialogue
between myself and a timeless entity.

This dialogue I submit as the
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work of art.

The pieces could be considered four dimensional as they in

volve interaction between three dimensional objects which existed only
for a specific moment within the fourth dimension, time.

The most spon

taneous and practical method of reserving selected instants of time is
through photographic means.

In the case of the diazo blackline prints,

the camera is used as an editing devise by the artist, and only those
areas composed and arranged within his camera's viewfinder are recorded.
Specific light/shadow dialogue between human and bulbs, which would
ordinarily be overlooked, is forced upon the viewer.

To make the oc

currence of dialogue seem more immediate to the viewer of the photo
graph, the images are printed to approximately life size so as to avoid
any drastic changes in scale.

Inexpensive matt diazo blackline paper

(used in making architect's "blue prints") is chosen as the printing
medium, as it is a more neutral carrier of the image than the conven
tional slick and pretentious black and white photographic paper.

In a

gallery situation, the prints are tacked evenly to the wall and are not
mounted or embellished by frames to connote any preciousness of the
prints themselves.

The prints involving the ELC mylar have to be made

in color, as the important symbol of invisible body temperature is
metaphorically vested in color.

As in the case of the diazo prints,

the life scale image is not changed.

A glossy resin-coated surface on

the color paper is chosen to duplicate the surface of the original mylar
sheet being photographed.
The following plates are reduced copies of photographic documents
arranged by the artist of dialogues and interaction between a human being
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and a representative of electrical energy.

The work implies first that

perhaps we can consider this energy to have attributes of an entity,
that intercourse was occurring between the two systems and, finally,
that there may be an interdependence between the two systems.

The work

is not presented as an attempt to reveal an odd scientific theory, but
as an artistic statement, dropping clues to the viewer about my attitudes
and nature as well as those of the bulbs, in the same manner that an
over-heard conversation enlightens the eavesdropper as to the nature
and attitudes of the individuals engaged in that conversation.
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PLATE l
Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 2
Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 3

Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 4
Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 5
Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 6

Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 7

Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 8
Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 9

Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 10

Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 11
Diazo blackline print, 16 x 20
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PLATE 12
Color print, 11 x 11
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PLATE 13
Color print, 11 x 11
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PLATE 14
Color print, 11 x 11
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PLATE 15
Color print, 11 x 11
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PLATE 16
Color print, 11 x 11
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PLATE 17
Color print, 11 x 11
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PLATE 18
Color print, 11 x 11

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The procedure for obtaining a diazo blackline print starts with the
exposure of the human/bulb scene upon film in the camera (Canon FTb with
a normal lens.)

A fast film, 35 mm Kodak Tri-X, ideal for the low

light with which I'm involved, is normally exposed in the camera and
under developed to yield slightly thin negatives, resulting in less con
trast and noticeable grain when enlarged to a 16 x 20 format.

After

the film has been processed, the selected negative is enlarged in the
darkroom upon 16 x 20 sheet of 3-M Ortholith film (which will be re
ferred to as a Kodalith.)

The Kodalith film is exposed under the en

larger and developed in Dektol 1:3 at 68 degrees to yield a fairly even
range of middle gray tones as well as clear highlights and dense blacks
(Kodalith developer would produce too much contrast.)

After the 16 x 20

sheet of Kodalith is processed and dry, black acetate ink is used to
opaque scratches and dust spots.

The image on the film is positive, a

close rendering of the original scene except the white areas are trans
parent.

The Kodalith sheet is then placed in contact with blackline

paper and its image is exposed and processed in a diazo machine spe
cifically designed for the copying of architects' plans upon the diazo
blackline or blueline paper.

One of the peculiarities of this process

is that a positive image on the Kodalith yields a positive print on the
blackline paper.

In conventional black and white and color photography,

a negative image must be exposed upon the paper to produce a positive
44
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print.

Another peculiarity associated with the diazo is the manner in

which the print is developed.

After the paper is exposed, it passes

through a chamber of ammonia vapor and instantly develops the print,
making it no longer light sensitive.

Once the initial Kodalith is made,

the entire diazo process beginning with exposure in the machine to the
finished blackline print takes about two minutes.

This feature enables

many prints to be run off in very little time at a commercial copy and
blue-printing company, at very low cost to the artist.

All of the artist's

effort is spent making the Kodalith which can be used over and over in
the diazo machine if more prints are needed.

The blackline prints them

selves hold no sense of preciousness, as do most artworks, as the average
cost of each is about 75 cents and involves only a few moments to make.
The following data on liquid crystals is from Vanzetti 1
One of the major elements in the color photographs is an 11 x
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mylar plastic sheet containing miscroscopic capsules of liquid crystals
(ELC.)

This film is commercially constructed of a sheet of clear mylar

(.005 thick) covered with black ink on the back with a thin layer of en
capsulated liquid crystals sandwiched between the mylar and the layer of
black ink.

The black ink provides a dark background which absorbs any

light transmitted through the ELC and allows the selectivity reflected
light (determined by temperature) to be viewed without any interference.
The viewing of the ELC color is done through the clear mylar.

The en

capsulated liquid crystal, as the name implies, is a minute capsule,
twenty to forty microns in diameter, containing liquid crystals.

1

These

vanzetti, Practical Applications of Infrared Techniques, pp. 67-71
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capsules, too small to be seen with the naked eye, are evenly positioned
side by side to cover the area of the mylar sheet.

The liquid crystals

exhibit the optical properties of solid crystals because, like crystal
line solids, they have well-ordered molecular structures.

Unlike

crystalline solids, however, their molecular structures are neither
rigid in three dimensions, nor particularly strong in their intermo
lecular bonds.
liquid.

Therefore, they have the appearance and mobility of a

The molecules in the liquid crystal, a derivative of cholesterol

called esters, are stacked like pancakes in a thermally aterable helical
structure.

In the event of a change in temperature, the helical path

of the crystal changes, slightly rotating the molecular layers to pro
duce a different degree of absortion, reflection, and polarization of
white light which happens to be striking the liquid crystals.

The re

sult of this temperature induced rotation in the stack of molecules
causes a visible perception of a change in wave-length of the light re
flected by the ELC, consequently a change in color is apparent.
The physical response of the liquid crystals to temperature is
precisely consistent, and therefore specific colors can accurately
correspond to specific temperatures.

Liquid crystals both capsulated

and noncapsulated (paint form) with different color/temperature re
lationships can be produced by the manufacturer depending upon the
practical applications for which it is needed.

In medicine, for ex

ample, liquid crystals are manufactured to respond to temperatures
ranging around those found in the human body.

A warmer tumor or blood

clot could be visually detected as a different color if the patient was
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painted with the liquid crystals.

In industry, complex electrical

circuitry can be visually inspected while in operation if it is coated
with liquid crystals.

A faulty micro-circuit may appear a different color

due to slight temperature variation.
In making the color prints for the series using the ELC, Kodacolor II
film was used in the same camera mentioned earlier.

The ELC mylar sheet

was placed on the floor of a room illuminated by natural daylight.

I

then arranged my model's hands and the bulbs (turned down to 98-99
degrees F.) in various situations upon the mylar.

These situations and the

color produced by body temperature upon the heat sensitive mylar were then
fhotographed quickly.
of the event.

Color film was used as the most accurate document

After the film had been exposed in the camera, it was

processed in the darkroom with normal steps and procedures using Kodak C-41
color chemistry.

The selected negatives were then enlarged and printed

life size with a Simon Omega Dichroic D enlarger.

The paper used was

11 x 14 Kodak RC 37 F, chosen specifically because of the similarity of
surface to that of the mylar being photographed.

The paper, after ex

posure, was normally processed in Kodak Ektaprint C chemistry using Uni
color drum development.

CONCLUSION

The illustrations on the preceeding pages are documents of occurrences
between a living organism and a mechanical system, using light and tem
perature as the vehicles for the interaction.
Symbols pertaining to different periods of man's existence are
chosen to typify a timeless relationship between man and energy.
Most of the metaphorical dialogues incorporate mystical and living
characteristics, implying that the energy associated with the electric
bulbs has attributes of an entity.

The dialogue is presented within a

dark void, a symbol of the mysterious and threatening unknown.

During

the time of dialogue, revelations of my attitudes and nature are exposed
in intimate communication with the energy radiating from within the tubular
bulbs.
The success of the work lies in the creation and use of metaphors.
Reactions and interpretations then may become personal and varied, rather
than being restricted within the confines of overt symbolism.
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